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scientiﬁc workers give :1 personal touch to the:
text. ‘Ne have tried it on 21 boy of ten. and a
somewhat blasé reader OE ﬁfty, and both give the
same. verdict-m—that
i5 extraordinzuiiy interest:~
111g. We should like. 11) have seen the authors'
names, 21nd we shculd like 1'0 cut the parts and
1161113, let: us say, 2111 the }‘I‘rg'ieno together; hut

these are minor matters

"VS6: w1this populari»

52111011 ail success, because it is sound;
0
21nd 11hat

are. the factors in this soundness:
it appemssto- us that the chiaf (26511113111121 in an
educational enterprise of this sortre the 1131Iowa
ing :hGetting cmatributms

with

the gifts

and

graces aiready zaliuded to, pius the C1owning
humiliiy of taking" pains and obeying the editor
(to whom our complimsnts); the good sense not
to pretend that everything is easy, since nothing
thorough is; the critical facuity 0f discerning
what 1:211 be presented 21132312216131, 21nd at the same
time itatgiiigibiy. for while most true ideas are
clear them is a clarity that. emiyVECilZZIffS the man
in the, street; and, 12151, the :estraint which for»
bids ”giving to the ignorant, as 21 gospel in the
name of Science, +he mugh guesses 0f yestmda‘v
that. t1)-rt1(1rr1)w should forge
1'. ’ ’We do 1101. mean
to suggest that this huge. work has 211i these
virtues in perfection, but it has striven after them,
and therefore we wish it wail,
OUR BOOKSHELF.
Arabisc:he Gnomonik. N1). 1. By Dr. Carl Schoy.
Pp 40-1» 2 plates.
Aug dam Archiv cier
Deutschm Seewarte) (Hamburg, 1913)
THIS mathematical account. of Moslem dialling,
by 21 writer already known for his studies. of

Arabic astronamy. forms one of the pubiicaﬂons

0f the Deutsche Seaway.113.
The: 211111101“ first muches 0n the bibliography.
There: is food far thought in the {act that but two
references are given to English writezs
The
Arabic sunudiai differs from that <1f the Greeks
in having a single point 214; the apex of a shike
for index, in place. of the. gnomon. The horizontal
dial is ﬁrst treated, and miss are given fer laying
off ‘ t mpomry hourhues. "’ These hours, du0~
decimal subdivisions of the (iaylifjht interval, vary
ih length; navmtheiess, their ircom‘enience did
not prevent their universal adoptiC-n until ?Jhe time
0f Abu‘I Hassan, who-

introduced

aqua}

hours

about 1200 AD. 111% are specially (192111. with 311
the third chaptez. 11113 analysis 01 the claps)(11:21
in this: chapter gives unéiquai hours, since it:
assumes erroneously—a constant 221113 of dis"
Charge.
Next follaw two Chapters on the determination
of the Kihla and the times of p1‘21ycr-——-s1mset,
nightfali, dawn, noon, and afternoon (asr), The
East, With its various deﬁnitions, is discussed .in
same. detail. The. Ck: sing chaptgrs (micem verti—
cal, cylindrical, and (:1micai («32115.
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Thw.22h eaning towardst1:: academic in places
(theo23111h0r (71119103754 d(a‘nnations of 363, "-690.
-«.150 , and 6‘01 (111 p. 21)

the work is 01 h2:11

incarest 2113(1-.much utility to ail who have 10 do
“ith Moslem chh«2m:metry A few typogi‘uphicai
errors apart, it is well p1.‘inted but 31.1 i1.dex W01139
haV‘ﬁ been a 11:51:11.1} addit-on
3.1.0
Cotton Spinning. By E". S. "aggm1. :Voi. 1.
Including ail L’rocesse: up to 1h1‘: {i.hdo1C221rd~
ing. Pp. xxxviJ-zéz Fm-rth edition. V13}. 11.
5 up 1:0 the End 01’ Hymciuding the P2002.
E‘ifth edition. (1.011111111:
frames. Pp. xiv+24
Macmi‘lan and Ca, Ltd, 1913.} Price 45.11211.
each

1.11.1231: books have been hrmw‘ht up 1'0 date, and
much new matter and many 3.111151121101153 have bean
added. In 2111 essentiai mspects thﬁy r&semhle the
previous editions which have gainﬁd 21Wid . circu12111011 among students and practical (:()t‘:011~
spinners.
Modem Problems in Psychiatry.
By Prof.
Ernesto 1.1132110 Translated by Drs. D. Orr
and R. G. Rows. With 3 Foreword by
Second
Sir T. S. Cioustem. Pp. vii+305.
€diticm. (Manchester '{Jniversi‘iy Press, 1913.}
Pricey .150: 1161'
E1112 hrst English edition of F‘mf Lugam’s bowls.

was reviewed111 1116159.11% of NATURE for 32111132113 6

19.10 {v01 h(xxii, p. 273). The paesen’r. 1551112
d1ffc1s in 110 im«90112111: 125338221: fmm the {011111er;

alargc number 0f 1:111101‘ chanh‘es includihgg the.

(:0 "rection of several errors hm8 been made.
LEI'ILRS

TO

THE EDITOR

3"!he Editm does not hold himself 1esponsible 3‘01

’ opinions exﬁraswd by his conesfmudents. Neither
can he undertake. 10 fret11m or to correspond with
the writers of, ?ejectéd manuscripts intended for
No notice is
222's «511‘ any other part of NATL'RE.
ﬁaken of anonymous (mnmsmwaiwr]
“ﬁne 3511161121 11% Heﬂium am! Hydmgen.
RECENTLY 9101". Fowier (Month. Not. Roy. Astr.
Soc. , Dé-Lember ,1912) has Observeda number of new

lines by passing 2 01m 113mm (Lscharge [haough mix-

tures; 01 hydrogen and l‘uh1111 Some of these lines
L011c1de‘iasely wituh lines of the 52:1:ies abserved by
Pickering in the spectrum of the star(2 Puappis and
attxibuted to Hydrogen in consequence <11 iLS simple
:ries.
11111‘2‘n1i<:21‘1 reiatior- 10 the Orlinary 8111111an
Other .ines coincire cioseiy wiih he series p1edicted
by Rydberr and denoted as the principai sexies of the
hi‘dmgen- pectrum. ’ihe; rest 01‘ the. 119v line ;h<1v.
a very gimme rekition 10{base of the latter 582’ . but
apparent}y have 80 pi21C in Rydberg’c_.Othecry
11mm 21 theary ofsspectr a(Phil Ma juiy, 1913}
cry of the structure oi atoms
based 011 Rutherfortfs thee
and Planck " theory 01' biath—Vadxation. i have been
ied to the assumption tha: the new lines ohsqmd
by Fowier 2m: 1101 6.111: to hydrogen but that a‘: the
ﬁnes are due to hehIum 11116. form a secondax''1’ End iutn
5pm:«rum exactly ghaiegous to the. ordinary hydmgen
spectrum. ihis view is guppmted by 121021: experm
ments of Mr Evans (NATURE, September 4., p 5;, who
observed the Lize 11686 3.1121 helium tube not showing
the ordinary hydrogen lines. Prof. Fowler (NATURE.
Seatsmber 25, p. 95:1.on the other hand. brings for-
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ward some Objections against the
umptian that.
the line are due to helium. In his Lernmuhication
Fowier states that the two series of lines, denoted by
him as the ﬁrst and the second principal series; at the
hydrogen spectrum, in his opinion cannot be united
within the limits of armr of observation in a singie
seriws, such as my‘ theory claims. Howevet. I be»
hem that it is; pm:
on the theory to account for
the lin16' in satistacyry arg. ement with the measurements

The ﬁrstand the secom. columns 0: the able bet70w
contain the wavelengths given by Fowler for the
86“ ii 733 and 1'.
001-3959 ending .hn‘ts of error of
oh vation. The lines axe marked by R, P... and S.
according as they belong 7.0 the ﬁrst 0: the second
principal s; ries (11’ the Sharp series respectively. The
ﬁgures in the third column are the products of the
wavemlengths and the quantity

where 721 and

7272 are given in the bracket.
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The ﬁgures in the third column are very nearly
anpaxehtly there is 110 indication of a
systematicr‘diﬁerenceih the ﬁgures corresponding to
the lines; denoted by Pi and Pa.
The corresponding ﬁgures for the ﬁts. list:
es in the
ordinary spectrum of hydrogen (Ames, thl'. Mtg.
p. 4.8, 1890) are: -----
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equal, and.

where c is the velocity of light, h Planck’s constant,
and m the charge and mass of an electron, and
E and M the charge and mass of the central positive
nurieus in the atom. This formuia is deduced exactly
as that given in the Phil. Mag, wtere, however, in
order tn c773t27ih a ﬁrst approximation the mass of
the electmn is neglected in comparison with that of
{h(' nucleus.
The above tables give for hydrogen and for helium
respective
dy

KH=QI¥S3JO ~-".7
. , ngu22779. 10 —1-.1
The ratio between these vaiues15' :m7
n

13mm thp them"? ?rat formula we get for hydrogen,
putting f
3/121835741, and. using recent deter»
minaticns 0f I1, e, and m.

131292.10“.
"lhe agreeemerzt with the experimmtal vaiue is
within the uncertainty due to experimental errors in
h, c, and 112.
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The theoretical value for the ratio between K for
hrdmgen and for helium can he deduced with great
accuracy as it is indepenr‘ent 0f the absolute "ahtes

of h, e, and m.

Putting hmszg and

we get from the fermuta:

MH :41IH,

K412400163

I<
\He

in exact agreement with the experimental value.
It may be remarked that according to the theory
helium must he expccted to emit a series of lines
Chjsetyy but not exactiy, coinciding with the ﬁnes of
the ordinary hytimgen spectvum These lines, hitherto
not observed. carrespond to 7127124 and 11...:6,8, IO
. . ., and have the Wave—iengths 656073, 485975,
433879 . . . The lines are expected to appear together
With the lines; of the Sharp serim‘ oh‘arved E33 howlex‘
and to have intensities; of t} same order as the latter
Hines.
N. BOHR.
The Univ ersity, Copenhagen, Qctoher S.
I A171 glad to have elié. ted this interesting communin
cation from Dr. Bohr. and X readiiy admit that the
more. exact form 01" his equation given above is in
Close accordance with the observations of the ﬁnes in
question. It will be seen that the equation va'
introduces a modiﬁed value for the Rydberg series;
“constant,“ 1096757 in addition to its multiplication
by 4 for the particular series under consideration.
The constant 22779, which . deduced from the. wave»
lengths of the lines is the reciprocal of this modiﬁed
number, and in the usual numerical farmy for osciiia~
tion frequencies corrected t0 vacuum, the equaticn fer
the lines would be 3...,
g’

72-:(4 >< 100720)}:

K

7

~~~‘~

where m takes the v25Iues 4., 5, 6 . . . .
With. this moth 501L031, the agreement with the
cbsetvations is vezy ciose; in only two cases (16 the
calcmated values di ffer from those observed by
amounts greater than the estimated limits of error,
and I
0111c} not like to in5' 7? that such errors in
the meat uremehts are inadm ibie It may there—
2

2232

fore he pessible to unite the P. and P2 .9 ties in a

single equation, as Dr Bohr’s theory requires, but
it shouid he noted that the ccmhihation demands; the
recognition of a. type of series aiﬁering from these
_ . Eous§y known. The resuit of this combination is
to nge what may he. cahed a “ haif—step ” series, such
as would he obtained by combining Ordinary ﬁrst and
second subordinate series in the special case where
the fractional parts of the terms 1m+u,m h“yidi’syerg
equations for the two series differeti hy exact.y 0-5.
Consideration 0f the rate.txve intensities of the twe
sets of ﬁnes “7012‘. Ed in general prohibit th1s pmcedure.
but this objection cannot
made in the case of the
lines under discussic.7
Et7. possible that the mag—
. ._ium spark lines, which I have recently described,
torm another series 01" the same kind but I know of
he others.
The corrected formula given by Dr. Bohr leads to
the further imhottant 1”esuit that alternate memhezs
ot the g PuppIS series cannot be superposed on the
Baimer hydrogen lines, as at ﬁrst appeared, but
should be slightly displaced with respect to them. Dr.
80h73‘, however appears tc- have inadvertenth' inter—
Changed the last two ﬁgures of the coast ant

workirig out the wave"lengths, and the times 5.
expected, Within very harmw limits, at 6356037.
4859-53, 4338-86, 410022 . .
. This shouhi provide
a valuable test of the theatyy as the lines
near

HS

and

H7,

at

least,

should

not

he

very

difﬁcult to detect, 51‘ present, in stars of the g“ I’uppis:
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